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Stocks run out of breath on the Last Hurrah. Tbonds topping. IBM heading lower. Interest rates
make short term peak. The Now ecomony is suddenly tougher. Swiss Franc pulls back from rally.
Gold remains weak. Wheat dropping. World markets fall from highs. A good energy exercise. The
Drop and the Wheel of Fortune. The Drop and the 6 day MoonTide.
STOCKS
Stocks collapsed dramatically off of the blowoff
rally described last month.
The long term chart shows that this rally was part of a
“completion wedge” pattern. This pattern often occurs at
the end of a Chaos Clamshell. Experienced traders will
recognize that it also contains “three drives to a top.”
The near term chart shows the completed up Chaos
Clamshell from October 1998. The move 7 rally was
truly a Velociraptor blowoff. The sharp drop from the end
of that Chaos Clamshell indicates that a new down CC
has begun. It will take some time for this pattern to develop further. One feature to watch is the descending
support line at A. Touches of that line will be buying opportunities.
Technically, we have the Dow and NASDAQ both in
bear markets. This fact will most likely be obscured over
the next two months by a bear market rally. I base this
view on the sharp increase in the SP3.XGO energy. This
is circled and marked B on the chart.
For some time I have been cautioning investors to be
out of stocks. Many people were in the high flying
NASDAQ technology stocks. Some of these stocks have
dropped as much as 80 percent. That’s not a good way
to protect your retirement money.

This letter is written by Al Larson, aka Hans Hannula, full time trader, PhD (Electrical and Computer Engineering), RSA, CTA. It incorporates his original scientific research into market chaos, its causes, patterns, and trading techniques. The Chaos Clamshell
shown is the unclassified version of the confidential Hannula Market Fractal, which is taught in his Cash In On Chaos course. Hotline updates to this letter are available daily on email as Chaos Trader’s Hotline and Tomorrow’s Market Hotline available for
$99/Mo., billed for 3Mos.at $297, renewed automatically. See page seven for more details.

IBM

For stocks or commodities not covered in this
newsletter or on the
hotline, you can
The near term chart shows more detail of this pattern. We expect move 3 to complete fairly
the cycles and
quickly, probably making its low mid-May. That is where the 72 day XGO energy makes a bottom. track
trade the Chaos
That is labeled as A on the chart. The rally off of that low should last about six weeks. This could Clamshells using
the Trading Sysbe the last chance for holders of IBM to get out of this stock.
tem Toolkit.

IBM has retested its all time high, and failed. This retest was move 2 of a new down Chaos
Clamshell shown on the long term chart.

ECONOMY/RATES
Interest rates appear to have made a
short term high. The chart shows that the
ZD173 cycle is sell ready. After breaking out
of a large converging triangle, rates have
been climbing above the trend line shown.
We can expect any decline in rates to stop at
this trend line.
Last months sharp market drop has brought
a sense of reality to the economy. Business
owners are suddenly less concerned with
whether their business is considered a part of
the new economy or the old economy, than
with the question, “What’s the NOW
economy?”
The NOW economy is suddenly faced with
the reality that I wrote about last month.
Sooner or later companies have to make
money to stay in business. The sharp selloff
in the NASDAQ stocks has been attributed as a message, “No more investment. Make money NOW.”
This sharp switch in investment psychology has been a long time coming. Expectations of stock returns of 25
percent per year have prevailed for the past six years. Now investors are suddenly
faced with the prospect of actually losing money on their investments. While the
Capitalism is the worst
very rich may have the fortitude to hold during a bear market, the average investor
economic system ever
in stocks does not have the fortitude, nor the financial staying power, to do so.
invented, except for all the
Unfortunately the average investor will hold their losers until near the end of the
others.
bear market and then sell them. It is better to sell now and buy the stocks back
later when they are much cheaper.
Roy H. Williams
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TBONDS

Tbonds have continued a modest rally. That rally now appears to be
ending. However, the long term chart shows that the ZD 720 cycle is over sold.
This indicator may not be reliable because of the shift in the basis of the Tbond
contract with the March 2000 contract.
The near term chart shows the steady rally in Tbonds. That rally is now
meeting resistance. The XGO energy curve is turning down and becoming
choppy. So we expect Tbonds to decline and probably congest.

Nothing draws a crowd like a
crowd.
P. T. Barnum

GOLD

Gold remains weak. It appears ready to decline to retest its lows. On the long term chart, the historic support has
been at 280. That support now appears to have moved down to 250. Further erosion of that support would be
bearish for gold.
The near term chart shows what appeared to be the beginning of an up Chaos Clamshell. That CC would not be in
move 4 and at a point where we would normally expect an upturn. However, the 58 day XGO energy cycle is down
over the next two months. So it is not yet time to be buying gold. However, if it does reach its past lows be alert for a
buying opportunity.
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SWISS FRANC

The Swiss Franc did rally into an early April high as we expected. If it
can hold above its recent low, move 3 in the down CC shown on the long
term chart may have ended.
The Swiss Franc is currently in a pullback from that rally. If it continues to
follow the 55 day XGO it should rally off of this low. That rally should lead to
a high near the first of June.

The greatest mistake is to imagine
that we never err.

Traders are trailing a buy stop above this decline. Updates are available via
our email hotline.

Thomas Carlyle

WHEAT

Wheat is declining into a significant low. The long term chart shows that support for this
decline should come at 240.
The near term chart, however, suggests that this decline could drop to 210. This move
appears to be a move 7 in a down Chaos Clamshell. Move 7’s are often swift and violent.
They tend to make spike highs or lows. Traders are currently short on the hotline, but we will
be ready to reverse directions on a spike low.
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George Bayer wrote
about trading wheat
using Mercury, Saturn
and Jupiter. You can
learn to find astrocycles with the aid of the
Trader’s Ephemeris
and the Finding Astrocycles video-JUST
$99.
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WORLD MARKETS

The Japanese market has ended its long up Chaos
Clamshell. Its drop has taken out the previous low. A
low or high will confirm a major change in trend.
The British market completed move 2 and is now in
move 3 of a new down Chaos Clamshell.
The Australian market has sold sharply off of its highs.
However, it has not yet made a lower low, which it must
do to confirm a bear market.
So it appears that the World markets are forecasting a
difficult summer for investors.

CHAOS CLASSROOM
Last week’s dramatic plunge in the market
was accurately forecast by the MTZD6 6-day
MoonTide.
The chart at the right shows that energy
forecast. This forecast is made by filtering our
MoonTide forecast with a Zero Delay filter set to
6 days. The MoonTide forecast is computed
without the use of any past price data. It uses
only the date of first trade and time as its
inputs. So it is quite remarkable that this
forecast not only showed the slide, but forecast
the low within hours.
If one watches the S&P500 long enough, one
will notice the influence of the Moon just by
noticing the number of times the market makes
a turn near Full Moon, New Moon, or on a
Quarter Moon. Its a good exercise to take a
chart of the S&P and mark these Moons.
Of course, one needs to be more accurate for real trading. For that the MoonTides work well.
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ASTROPHYSICS AND CHAOS THEORY
The Drop last week was foretold by the
Wheel Of Fortune.
The ephemeris wheel at the right shows much
of what was going on. At A, the sun was
transiting the S&P500 natal sun. It was also
opposing natal Saturn, Pluto, and Jupiter. I call
this cluster “The Speed Bumps.” The sun
transits these in October and opposes them in
April. I believe that is why the biggest market
drops occur in those two months. Like a car
hitting bumps on a gravel road, the market goes
out of control.
Meanwhile, Mars was just separating from its
transit of Jupiter and Saturn at C. This pattern
squared Uranus, the planet of big changes, at F.
The Moon at D was opposing Mercury and Venus, who had just transited the S&P natal Moon. This spot is always
volatile when transited. The Moon’s influence was further accentuated by its inclination, shown at G, which was
peaking.
All these effects together added a lot of energy into the system. That accounts for the wide range of the drop.

ENERGY

Last month I wrote about the importance of
increasing your energy in order to trade well.
One way to do that is to use my Energy Charging
Kit. Another way to do that is through traditional meditation. A
great way to do that is to combine the two. I have found the
following meditation “warm-up” very powerful. It came to me
while meditating.
I set up the Energy Charging Kit, sit in the lotus position, and
clear out my chakras with this warm up.
For each chakra (shown on the drawing at the right),
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A: Imagine a green laser light drawing a horizontal circle
counter clockwise through the chakra, circling in front of you.
Mentally follow the light as it makes 3 circles, breathing in the
right nostril as the beam passes to your right, and out the left
nostril as it returns on your left. On each successive pass,
think "Cleanse", then "clean", then "clear." Breath though your
belly, slowly.

2
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B. Imagine a blue laser light drawing a horizontal circle clockwise through the chakra. Mentally follow the light as it
makes 3 circles, breathing in the left nostril as the beam passes to your left, and out the right nostril as it returns on your
right. On each successive pass, think "Enrich, empower, enliven." On the 7th chakra, add one more pass with
"Enlighten."
Make three passes up the chakras-then enjoy the rest of the meditation.
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Our quality improvement work this month focused on
updating our product descriptions and catalogs. It is the
curse of the modern age that these descriptions existed in
paper form, in several different files on our website, and in
descriptions hosted on the Stocks & Commodities website. It is
not unusual for these multiple copies of the same information to
become outdated. We have now updated all copies of our
product information, so we hope you will find it more usable.
As part of this update we have discontinued our voice Hotlines
with the advent of Internet e-mail, most of our customers have
preferred that mode of delivery. That has made our 900 service
obsolete.
Some of you may have had mail to us returned by the Post
Office. Our Post Office has hired one or more idiots recently.
On their own they decided that our mailbox was not correctly
labeled or they did not have some form or other, so they started
returning mail to senders. It didn’t seem to matter that we have
used this same Post Office box for 17 years. We think we have
the problem fixed, but if you get mail returned from us, please
let us know.

PEOPLE AND HAPPENINGS
This has been a fairly quiet
month, despite the market
chaos. I do appreciate the many phone calls and emails. I
am a little behind on emails, so if you are waiting for a reply
please be patient.
I especially enjoyed a visit with trader JT. JT is a
professional trader whom I have known for many years.
Every time I visit with him I am impressed by his calm
approach to trading. Nothing seems to rattle him. It’s that
calm composure that makes him good.
It will soon be vacation time, and many of you will be taking a
little time off. When you do so, plan a restful vacation. Leave
the markets behind and give your tired brain and body and
spirit a rest. That will be the best way to prepare for an
exciting fall. (note: I did not say crash.)
All for now.

We did purge addresses last month. If this is a sample
newsletter, you will stay on our list until purged. The date after your name tells you the last month you will receive
unless you renew. Renewals are $240/year. Renew now. I do take 3 month and 6 month renewals as well. Just
pro-rate the cost. Call 303-452-5566 with your renewal. Visa and Mastercard taken.
The Cash In On Chaos Newsletter (formerly the Market AstroPhysics Newsletter) is published 12 times per year, between the 1st
and the 25th of the month. Subscriptions are $250 per year or $300 to include subscription to the AstroDow and Astropoint timing
service. We may or may not hold securities mentioned. Sources of information are believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed.
Opinions and recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated investors are aware of the risks involved.
Past success is no guarantee of future success. Simulated trading results may over or understate actual results. MAP Newsletter is
written and published by Dr. Hans Hannula, PhD, RSA, CTA. 303-452-5566., fax 303-457-9871 MicroMedia (The Chaos Mint) , Box
33071, Northglenn, CO 80233. Mastercard , Visa accepted. Hotline available daily (Chaos Trader’s Email or Tomorrow’s Market
Email). Just $99/Mo, billed for 3mos @ $297, renewed automatically. Sign up at: http://www.cashinonchaos.com/hans
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Your Electric Life, Science for a New Age
by Dr. Al Lason, Ph.D. (aka Dr. Hans Hannula)

Whether you realize it or not, you are being
strongly influenced by a very powerful electrical
force - the earths electric field. This field
produces currents through your body that are
250,000 times as strong as the currents that run
your brain. Recognition of this fact, research, and
experimentation have led former Bell Labs
engineer and scientist Al Larson to a series of
insights into many previously unexplained
phenomena. His findings cover a wide range of
topics, such as dowsing, the human aura,
consciousness, bio-circuits, Feng Shui, natal
astrology, stock markets, remote viewing, energy
field medicine, de ja vu, dreams, and religious
experiences. His own discovery of sudden
impulses *shows how we are all connected by
the field in a Cosmic Internet*. Al provides a
rational explanation of how these phenomena
work through the earths electric field, along with
guidance of how this knowledge can be used to
improve your own life. Do not miss this clear,
concise, convincing explanation of how things
work.

Just $18 + $2 shipping and handling
US/Canada
Call 303 452 5566.
Mastercard/Visa accepted.

XGO CHARTS
XGO CHARTS FOR ANY MARKET OR PERSON.
NEED DATE OF FIRST TRADE OR DATE OF
BIRTH. I HAVE DATA FOR MOST STOCKS AND
ALL COMMODITIES. CAN DO FOR ANYTHING
OR ANYONE ELSE IF YOU KNOW DATE.
$36. ENERGY CHARGING KIT ..
..............$72
CONCENTRATION HEADBAND
.............$36
ENERGY TRAPS FOR SCREENS .......4 FOR $20
TRADER’S ENERGY PACKAGE-CHARGING
KIT,HEADBAND, 8 TRAPS - SAVE $28...........$120.
2 = AstroDow2 3= AstroDow3 4=AstroDow4
P=AstroPoint extreme
F=Full moon N= New Moon
M = Mercury Lunar Chaos
V= Venus Lunar Chaos

MAYDAY SPECIAL
Cash In On Chaos Course + Fractal Of Pi Course- $999.
If you have already bought the CIOC Course, the Fractal
Of Pi Course is $499.
Good until May 31, 2000.
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